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October is the month of Samhain. This ancient Celtic festival is one of the 
four quarter days, Imbolic, Bealtaine, Lughnasa and Samhain, in the old 
Gaelic calendar. It is celebrated on 31 October-1 November.
Samhain is noted in the earliest Irish literature. It marks the end of the 
harvest season and the beginning if the ‘darker part’ of the year. Winter. It 
is also believed to be the time when the boundary between this world and 
the other world relaxes so that the spirits can come into this world. The 
souls of the dead are said to return to their home places.
This led to many tricks and game which continue to this day. People 
dressing up, mumming, alongside more serious rituals.  Samhain is the 

precursor of Halloween.
The exiled Irish brought it to North America where hallowed out Pumpkin 
lanterns replaced the Turnip lanterns of Ireland. So what has this got to do 
with Irish unity?
Perhaps not a lot except a little reminder that before the English conquest 
of Ireland we had an advanced civilisation with its own customs, beliefs, 
music, culture and language, some of which endures to this day against all 
the odds.
It is also a seasonal reminder that nothing stays the same. Change happens 
and this Samhain brings us all another year closer to ending the conquest.

Log in to print up your copy.
https://www.sinnfein.ie/files/2021/A4_A5_SAMHAIN.pdf

Logáil isteach chun do chóip féin a phriontáil.
https://www.sinnfein.ie/files/2021/A4_A5_SAMHAIN.pdf

DOWNLOAD YOUR 
SAMHAIN CARD



Each September/October 
when the new academic 
year begins in Universities 
and Colleges time is set 
aside – sometimes up to 
a week – for groups that 
are organised within the 
institution to promote their 
particular project or events 
to the new first years – 
hence the name Freshers.
This year’s Fresher’s has 
been an unrivalled success 

for Ógra Shinn Féin. Across 
the island, Sinn Féin now 
stands as the largest 
political party on most 
Irish campuses. There is a 
clear desire among young 
people for big ideas and 
progressive proposals that 
can bring about real change 
in peoples’ lives.
At Sinn Féin stalls the main 
topic of conversation was 
around a United Ireland – 

what it means; how do we 
achieve; and what shape 
this New Ireland will take. 
Other issues of concern 
include climate change, 
reform of education, an all-
Ireland health service and 
much more.
Many students identify 
with the politics and the 
objectives of the party 
and signed up many new 
activists.

Over the course of the week 
Ógra, the party’s youth 
wing, successfully recruited 
almost 800 fresh faces into 
its ranks, all of whom are 
very willing to work towards 
Irish Unity. You can see the 
work of Ógra and contact 
Ógra through twitter; 
instagram and Facebook 
at:@ogra_sf

  

FRESHERS

Irish-America has played a standout role in support of the 
peace process, the Good Friday Agreement, a United Ireland 
and opposing Brexit. The years of solidarity, and the positive 
relationships Sinn Féin has developed over many years, were 
evident in the visit in September of Boris Johnson to Washington. 
President Biden and his administration, as well as Congressional 
leaders, were forthright in their support for the Irish Protocol and 
the Good Friday Agreement.
Speaking at a White House press conference President Biden told 
the media that neither he, “nor I might add would many of my 
Republican colleagues like to see a change in the Irish accords, the 
end result having a closed border in Ireland.”
Since leaving the EU, the British Government has been desperate 
to reach a trade deal with the US. Congressman Richard Neal is 
the chairman of the powerful House Ways and Means Committee, 
which is responsible for a wide range of budgetary and trade 
issues. Rep. Neal is also the long-standing co-chair of the 
bipartisan Congressional Friends of Ireland Group.
Rep. Neal held a lengthy discussion with Boris Johnson after which 
he said: “I shared my strong belief that any agreement reached 
between the UK and the EU on the future of the Protocol must 
not undermine the integrity of the Good Friday Agreement nor 
threaten the institutions it created.“
The Protocol is a consequence of Brexit. The people of the North 
voted against Brexit. While the Protocol is not perfect it protects 
jobs and business, food supplies and fuel deliveries in the North. 

In Britain there is a shortage of CO2, 
the pubs are running short of beer, 
medical supplies are at risk, long 
lines of vehicles queue for fuel, and 
there is a scarcity of foreign labour 
in agriculture and a shortage of lorry 
drivers.
DUP leader Jeffrey Donaldson’s 
claim that it is the Protocol that 
is threatening the Good Friday 
Agreement and not DUP has been 
widely ridiculed. The ramping up of 
threats by Unionist leaders has little 
to do with the Protocol or Brexit. It’s 
about stopping Sinn Féin. It’s about 
the DUP wanting to be top dog in the 
Assembly.

The fact is that for the first time there is through the Good Friday 
Agreement a peaceful, democratic way for the people of the island 
of Ireland to determine our own future. The Unity Referendum is 
the way forward and the Irish government has a responsibility to 
prepare for that and not be swayed by the sham ‘no surrender’ 
politics of Jeffrey Donaldson. 
So write to the Government representatives in your area and 
ask them to ask An Taoiseach to initiate a process to plan for the 
future, including the establishment of a Citizens Assembly. 

Rep Richard Neal

Defending the Good Friday Agreement



Sinn Féin has launched a series of short videos on social media aimed 
at dispelling some of the common myths which surround Irish unity, 
with the purpose of igniting a factual discussion on the merits.
The eight part bi-lingual series of weekly videos focus on the 
economic and social benefits which Irish Unity can potentially create, 
underpinned by research published by reputable contributors.
Themes explored include the affordability of unity, all-island 
education & healthcare, improving the standard of living and 
symbolism and identity.
Each video is packed with key rebuttal points which are important in 
developing a genuine and sensible discussion on the merits of Irish 
Unity.
The series will run until mid November, and you can view each new 
video when it’s published every Saturday on all Sinn Féin’s social 
media platforms.
You can help ‘bust the myths’ by sharing the video clips with your 
friends and family.

 https://www.facebook.com/sinnfein
 https://twitter.com/sinnfeinireland
 https://www.youtube.com/c/sinnfeinireland

Busting the myths 
on Irish Unity Imeacht tábhachtach a bhí againn i mí Mheán an Fhómhair i mbliana. I 

gcuideachta an Choiste Aontaithe Éireann, d’eagraigh sinne imeacht le 
díriú isteach ar cheist na teanga agus ceist aontaithe Éireann agus nasc 
a bhaineas leo.
Bhí an dúnghaois sin ag Poblachtaigh ariamh, nárbh fhéidir an dá 
cheist a scaradh ar a chéile. Ó Dáibhís, Mac Piarais, Ó Seachnasaigh, 
thuig siad ar fad agus daoine nach iad, an tábhacht dóscartha le hÉirinn 
a shaorú agus an Ghaeilge a thabhairt ar ais mar chaint na ndaoine.
Tá sé ríthábhachtach go dtuigeann Poblachtaigh seo sa tréimhse 
amach romhainn agus go ndéanann SF beart dá réir briathar leis 
an pháirtí a chur ag caint i nGaeilge. Bhí an t-imeacht féin dírithe ar 
thaithí agus eispéireas idirnáisiúnta ag gluaiseachtaí saoirse eile agus 
an dóigh ar lárnaigh siad a dteanga ina ngluaiseacht.
Labhair Urko Aiartza Azurtza, abhcóide agus gníomhaí Bascach ar 
thaithí na mBascach an Bhascais a lárnú ina streachailt. Labhair sé go 
hurramach agus go follasach agus mhínigh sé na céimeanna áiride a 
ghlac na Bascaigh lena dteanga a neartú agus a threisiú thar achar ama 
measartha gairid.
Labhair Mairéad Ní Fhearáil, Teachta Dála ar Ghaillimh Thiar, ansin ar 
an Ghaeilge agus áit s’aici inár bpáirtí féin. Phléigh sí an dul chun cinn 
agus d’aithin sí na bearnaí agus an ród romhainn le macasamhail na 
mBascach a dhéanamh. Is cinnte go bhfuil bealach le gabháil againn 
i leith na ceiste seo ach is mó a chuideos a leithéid d’imeachtaí agus 
comhráite linn tuigbheáil a bheith againn agus misneach a thógáil 
uathu.
Ba níos mó na suimiúil a bhí an seisiún a lean na cuir i láthair. Thug 
daoine as achan chearn den oileán a mbarúil ar an dul chun cinn go dtí 
seo agus na bealaí airide le baill Shinn Féin a chur ag caint i nGaeilge 
mar a bhogann muid i dtreo athaontú na tíre.
Tá súil againn ar imeachtaí eile a eagrú san am a bhfuil le theacht ag 
díriú ar ghnéithe eile de dhíospóireacht athaontaithe Éireann agus iad 
a phléigh trí mheán na Gaeilge.

The role of 
language in 
Nation Building

https://www.facebook.com/sinnfein
https://twitter.com/sinnfeinireland
https://www.youtube.com/c/sinnfeinireland


This month Sinn Féin is publishing and distributing internally 
to party members – Building The New Ireland – An Activist 
Guide to Inclusion and Reconciliation.
The guide is a short hand version of the policy paper ‘Inclusion 
and Reconciliation in a New Ireland’ which was first published 
in March.
Unity News has been serialising the original paper each month 
and this edition contains the last section of the policy paper.
The policy paper and the Activist Guide are essential tools for 
Sinn Féin activists in the ongoing debate around legacy issues, 
on ensuring that there is no acceptable level of sectarianism 
and engaging with and persuading those not yet convinced of 
the merits of a united Ireland.
The paper also sets out many of the critical elements needed to create the context for 
the Unity Referendum and winning that Referendum.
The Sinn Féin organisation at local, regional and national level has to ensure that 
the Activist Guide is widely distributed and that discussions are held to maximise 
understanding of and activity around inclusion and reconciliation.

ENGAGING COMMUNITY & CIVIC SOCIETY
Despite some progress over the past decade through Executive-led initiatives such 
as Together: Building a United Community, grass roots community-led projects, and 
other initiatives taken by the Sinn Féin leadership to promote reconciliation, our Party 
believes that bolder initiatives must be adopted across society to tackle sectarianism.
Sinn Féin acknowledges the important work of local communities, civic organisations, 
trade unions, educational institutions, including the integrated and Irish medium 
sectors, business organisations, sporting bodies, faith communities and our new 
communities in tackling bigotry, intolerance and division.
However, all sections of society must agree that there is no acceptable level of 
sectarianism; that it is unjustifiable; and that every citizen in our community must 
demonstrate zero tolerance against its pervasive influence.
IN FURTHERANCE OF THIS, SINN FÉIN ADVOCATES:
  That an increased strategic focus is explored by the trade union movement and 

employers’ organisations in the private sector to promote policies and initiatives 
which challenge sectarian behaviour and discrimination in the workplace; and to 
make management and employees aware of relevant legislation.

  That an extensive publicity campaign is undertaken to raise awareness of the 
damage caused by sectarianism, highlighting the consequences of bigoted 
attitudes and behaviour and the cost of division.

  That anti-sectarianism modules and initiatives are 
integrated into the education curriculum with the 
aim that every child in the north is equipped with 
a clear awareness and understanding of the issue.

  That mainstream and diversionary youth 
development organisations are encouraged 
to bring forward new and creative ways of 
reinforcing anti-sectarian messages to young 
people outside of the classroom including through 
youth divisionary projects with an emphasis on 
anti-sectarianism training and development.

   That all main sporting organisations are 
supported in the development of new strategic 
sports initiatives to promote anti sectarianism 
and oppose bigotry and intolerance

  That the Irish government will convene a citizen’s 
assembly to address the impacts of sectarianism 
and intolerance across Irish society, which will 
submit proposals on tackling sectarianism and 
segregation, and, on the promotion of national 
reconciliation, to both the Oireachtas and 
Assembly.

In ainneoin roinnt dul chuncinn le deich mbliana anuas trí 
thionscnaimh faoi stiúir an Fheidhmeannais mar Together: 
Building a United Community, tionscadail  faoi stiúir an 
Phobail ar bhonn pobail, agus tionscnaimh eile a rinne 
ceannaireacht Shinn Féin chun athmhuintearas a chur chun 
cinn, creideann ár bPáirtí go gcaithfear tionscnaimh níos 
déine a ghlacadh ar fud na sochaí chun dul I ngleic leis an 
seicteachas.
Aithníonn Sinn Féin an obair thábhachtach atá ag pobail 
áitiúla, eagraíochtaí cathartha, ceardchumainn, institiúidí 
oideachais, lena n-áirítear na hearnálacha comhtháite agus 
mean Gaeilge, eagraíochtaí gnó, comhlachtaí spóirt, pobail 
chreidimh agus ár bpobail nua chun dul I ngleic le bigotry, 

éadulaingt agus deighilt.
Mar sin féin, caithfidh gach cuid den tsochaí aontú nach bhfuil leibhéal inghlactha 

seicteachais ann; go bhfuil sé neamh-inchosanta; agus go gcaithfidh gach saoránach 
inár bpobal lamháltas nialasach a thaispeáint I gcoinne a thionchar forleatach.

AR MHAITHE LEIS SEO, MOLANN SINN FÉIN:
  Go ndéanann gluaiseacht na gceardchumann agus eagraíochtaí fostóirí san earnáil 

phríobháideach fócas straitéiseach méadaithe a iniúchadh chun beartais agus 
tionscnaimh a thugann dúshlán iompar seicteach agus leatrom san ionad oibre 
a chur chun cinn; agus an bhainistíochtagusnafostaithe a chur ar an eolas faoin 
reachtaíocht ábhartha.

  Go dtabharfar faoi fheachtas poiblíochta fairsing chun feasacht a mhúscailt 
faoin damáiste a dhéanann seicteachas, ag cur béime ar iarmhairtí dearcaí agus 
iompraíochta mórchóirithe agus costas na roinnte.

  Go ndéantar modúil agus tionscnaimh frith-seicteachais a chomhtháthú sa 
churaclam oideachais agus é mar aidhm go mbeidh feasacht agus tuiscint shoiléir ar 
an gceist ag gach leanbh sa tuaisceart.

  Go spreagtar eagraíochtaí forbartha óige príomhshrutha agus atreoraithe bealaí 
nua agus cruthaitheacha a thabhairt ar aghaidh chun teachtaireachtaí frith-
seicteacha a threisiú do dhaoine óga lasmuigh den seomra ranga lena n-áirítear 
tríthionscadail rannáin óige le béim ar oiliúint agus forbairt frith-seicteachais.

  Go dtacaítear leis napríomh-eagraíochtaíspóirt go léir chun tionscnaimh 
straitéiseacha nua spóirt a fhorbairt chun frith-seicteachas a chur chun cinn agus 
chun cur igcoinne bigotry agus éadulaingt

  Go dtionólfaidh rialtos na hÉireann tionól saoránach chun aghaidh a thabhairt 
ar thionchair an tseicteachais agus an éadulaingt ar fud shochaí na hÉireann, a 
chuirfidh tograí isteach maidir le dul i ngleic le seicteachas agus deighilt, agus, 
maidir le hathmhuintearas náisiúnta a chur chun cinn, chuig an Oireachtas agus leis 
an Tionól.
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 Inform yourself of the content and proposals 
for inclusion and reconciliation in this 
document.

 Discuss these proposals with comrades.
 Engagement is key. Be proactive!
 Be proactive in challenging sectarianism 

whatever its source. Republicans should 
have a zero tolerance for all discriminatory 
language.

 Develop your own local public anti 
sectarianism campaign.

 Create platforms for calm and reasoned 
exchange of views.

 Could your area arrange an online panel 
discussion on anti-sectarianism?

 Continue to reach out and engage with those 
from a unionist/loyalist background.

 Hold meetings with trade unionists; and 
defined religious organisations, Protestant 
and Catholic; members of business 
organisations like the CBI and traders’ bodies 
and those sporting organisations who are 
interested to discuss the issue with us.

 Reach out to your local faith groups, 
local Chambers of Commerce & business 
organisations, sports organisations, youth 
and community groups. Actively seek their 
opinion on this policy, current circumstances 
and the prospects of change. 

 Consider Council motions in relation to this 
policy.

 Circulate the policy to other elected 
representatives, invite discussion on the 
document.

 Use Social Media to promote inclusion and 
reconciliation and inform others of Sinn Fein’s 
proposals.

 Take out adverts and write letters to your 
local media on this topic to inform the public. 

What can Activists do to promote Inclusion and 
Reconciliation as we move towards a New Ireland?



COMMUNITY 
& CIVIC SOCIETY

Ag plé leis an 
bPobalagus le an 
tSochaí Shibhialta

THE INCLUSION AND 
RECONCILIATION PAPER 
IS AVAILABLE ONLINE AT 
https://www.sinnfein.ie/contents/60497

https://www.sinnfein.ie/contents/60497
https://www.sinnfein.ie/contents/60497


The 2021 British Labour Party Conference was 
always going to be a conference to remember. In the 
wake of Labour’s 2020 election defeat; a change in 
party leadership; and 18 months of a global health 
pandemic; the conference marked the first in-person 
gathering of the party since the 2019 conference.
Chris Hazzard, MP for South Down, and Mickey 
Brady, MP for Newry & Armagh, were in attendance 
as part of the traditional Sinn Féin delegation to 
conference. Their first engagement was the Sinn Féin 
fringe meeting on the Sunday evening of conference. 
This year’s fringe ‘A Decade of Opportunity: Towards 
a Shared Ireland’, also featured Louise Haigh, the 
Labour Party’s Shadow Secretary of State to the 
North, and Liam Conlon, the Chair of the Labour Party 
Irish Society (LPIS), as speakers.
The event was a great success and, due to the venue’s 
Covid-related regulations, the room soon met its 
allocated attendance and many late arrivals had 
to be turned away. The high turnout and level of 
interest was aided by some free publicity courtesy of 
right-wing newspaper reporting in the run-up to the 
evening.
Mickey Brady chaired proceedings, while Chris 
Hazzard delivered the keynote address delivering 

Sinn Féin’s message on Irish 
Unity to the Conference. In 
her contribution, Louise Haigh 
warned that the peace process 
still requires careful nurture 
and constant attention, and 
lambasted the failure of the 
current Conservative Party 
administration. Meanwhile, 
Liam Conlon reiterated that 
any future ‘shared Ireland’ 
would have to include the 
voice of the Irish diaspora 
and that there could be no 
narrowing of who participates 
in any potential discussions in the time ahead. 
Immediately following the fringe meeting, Chris 
Hazzard addressed a very well-attended The World 
Transformed (TWT) rally titled ‘The Future of Ireland 
and the Role of the Left’. This year was the first year 
that TWT had dedicated fringe events specifically on 
Ireland. The oversubscribed attendance for this event 
again demonstrated the mounting interest in the Irish 
cause. 
Chris, speaking to the BBC on the Sunday of 

conference, reminded Labour that “Supporting the 
Good Friday Agreement means you have to defend the 
Good Friday Agreement. And you have to forthrightly 
demand its implementation and that means its 
implementation in all of its parts. Which of course 
includes the provision for a referendum on Irish unity. 
I think the Labour Party have to set out very clearly 
what they would do and what limit they would have 
on calling that poll. That’s the information we want 
out of them and those are the conversations we’ll be 
having.”

September has been a busy month for Ógra, contending not only with Fresher’s, but also its national 
conference - the first in-person event hosted by Sinn Féin since the beginning of the Covid-19 
pandemic. 

The theme of the Comhdáil was Irish Unity, and significant interventions were made by the delegates 
on the day as to what they would like the New Ireland to look like.

Delegates were treated to three fantastic addresses from Michelle O’Neill MLA, Joint First Minister 
and Leas-Uachtarán Shinn Féin, from Emma Sheerin MLA, who is the party’s UI representative on the 
northern Cuige, as well as Dr. Umar Al-Qadri from the Irish Muslim Peace and Integration Council. 

The quote of the day must be ascribed to Dr. Umar who quite profoundly declared that; “Political 
Unionism, so long the sole holder of rights in the North, talk of their fears, of an erosion of their 
identity. Let me assure them these fears are baseless: if the Irish nation has a heart big enough to 
adopt a Pakistani Dutch Muslim cleric as one of their own, they will be grand.” How right he is. 

At the end of the Comhdáil, the delegates took part in a celebration of Óglach Bobby Storey, Ár 
gCrann Taca, who was always a source of inspiration and advice to the youth of the party. 

At the end of proceedings, all the members were ready, and motivated, to carry through the message 
of Unity, Peace and Prosperity, back into their communities, colleges, workplaces and dinner tables. 

Michelle O’Neill said: “The future of Ireland is in safe hands with such a dedicated group of young 
Republicans ready to take on the mantle of agents for change in the new Ireland. Bígí Linn!”

COMHDÁIL: Ógra National Conference

Irish Unity at the British Labour Party Conference



An editorial in the Irish News on 17 September said that should 
the DUP push ahead with its threats to pull down the Good Friday 
Agreement institutions then the next priority will be “concentrating 
on preparations for a border poll.”

The Irish News editorial which criticised the DUP, its support for Brexit 
and its gamble of associating itself with Boris Johnson, concluded … 
“The other four parties represented in the power sharing executive 
would much prefer to keep it in place but the DUP, having backed 
itself into a corner over the protocol negotiations, has embarked on 
a different course.

If that is the position we face, then forgetting about devolution and 
concentrating on preparations for a border poll which was always 
going to be heavily influence by Brexit will become the priority.” 

In an interview on BBC Alliance Party MLA Kellie Armstrong was 
asked how she would vote in the referendum on unity. She admitted 
that Brexit has changed her mind. She is wavering. Before coming 
to any conclusion she would want to know what a United Ireland 
would look like and mean for the Health Service and for education. 
A reasonable position for her to take and one that united Irelanders 
must address.

The Tory Party conference saw a panel discussion, hosted by Policy 
Exchange which included Jeffrey Donaldson, Doug Beattie, Jim 
Allister, David Trimble and others. However, instead of exposing the 
weakness of the Protocol for business in the North it succeeded in 
confirming that the Protocol is working for business on the island 
of Ireland. Martin McTague, Policy and Advocacy Chairman of 
the Federation of Small Businesses admitted that his members are 
increasingly trading North/South. His concern is that this “will weaken 
the links with GB. I think that’s inevitable.”

Dr Gerard Lyons, Senior Fellow at Policy Exchange, pointed out 
that incentives “do work. If you start a new system that incentivises 
business to behave in a different way then business will respond 

to those incentives – and if these incentives go North/South, as 
opposed Northern Ireland to the rest of the UK then eventually if you 
leave that in place that will have an impact on the economy.”

The Brit Minister Lord Frost then confirmed that this is already 
happening; “we are definitely seeing supply chains being reordered 
quite quickly. Trade between Northern Ireland and Ireland has gone 
up a lot in both directions.”

Finally Dr Adam S Posen, president of the Peterson Institute for 
International Economics, and a former external member of the Bank 
of England’s monetary policy committee, was reported in the media 
saying that the reunification of Ireland will take place “within five to 
10 years.”

Dr Posen said he believed that Brexit had gone badly for the British 
state. He also remarked that; “There is no good option for what’s 
going to happen at the border… Five to 10 years down the road, 
we’re looking at Irish unification because the economic forces at 
work just aren’t going to be reconcilable with the political situation.”

No slowing down of the momentum on Unity

“...WE ARE DEFINITELY SEEING 
SUPPLY CHAINS BEING 
REORDERED QUITE QUICKLY. 
TRADE BETWEEN NORTHERN 
IRELAND AND IRELAND HAS GONE 
UP A LOT IN BOTH DIRECTIONS.”
LORD FROST

Thousands of Gaels have signed up to a letter to An Taoiseach Micheál Martin and his government to establish an all-island Citizen’s Assembly 
“reflecting the views of citizens North and South to achieve maximum consensus on a way forward” toward an “agreed shared Ireland.” Counties 
Antrim, Fermanagh, Armagh, Fermanagh and Tyrone had already joined the campaign and September saw County Down and Monaghan sign up to the 
letter.
Down’s double All-Ireland winner Ross Carr said that he has been overwhelmed by support since he started seeking support for the campaign. The 
letter to An  Taoiseach states that: “It is the responsibility of the Irish government to ensure that the democratic rights of all citizens are respected and 
protected, regardless of where they live on the island … “
Ross Carr said: “I asked people from all walks of life – doctors, barristers, former players, administrators, ordinary supporters – and it was incredible 
the amount of support for this initiative.” Carr is being backed by his team mates DJ Kane, Conor Deegan, Dara Hayes, Kevin Winters and Moira 
Hawkins. It is thought that around one and a half thousand Gaels have signed up to the Down letter. 
In Monaghan hundreds of Gaels have also signed up to the letter. Paul Gibbons who coaches Cremartin Shamrocks GAA is one of those behind the 
efforts in that county to secure more signatures for this initiative.
Their letter states: “We write to you as Gaels who are involved in Gaelic games in County Monaghan. As Irish citizens we believe that the future 
prosperity and well being of all citizens on our island will be best upheld living in an agreed shared island.”
Paul Gibbons told the Northern Standard: “The purpose of the letter is to highlight the growing conversation taking place in communities the length 
and breadth of our island about the future constitutional direction of this island and to provide a platform for  Gaels throughout the county to engage 
in that conversation.”
He added: “Our letter articulates three main asks of the Irish government – to take the lead in the planning for a future border poll and start the 
planning for the future re-unification of this island; to establish a Citizen’s Assembly and to protect the rights of all citizens.”

More Gaels Back Call 
for Citizen’s Assembly



 sinnfein
  irish.unity@sinnfein.ie

 sinnfein.ie
 @sinnfeinireland

RESOURCE FOR ACTIVISTS
All of the recent articles and significant contributions on the 
United Ireland theme are available on the Sinn Féin website.
Log in to www.sinnfein.ie/irish-unity for all of the news on 
uniting Ireland.
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In July the Electoral Office in the North wiped the entire electoral 
register. Every voter lost their vote in any future Unity Referendum; 
Assembly election or other election in the North.

Four months later and there are still tens of thousands of citizens 
who have not re-registered. The response to the various campaigns 
appealing to people to register, including by Sinn Féin, has been very 
patchy.

The Electoral Register was last wiped in the early 2000s - almost 
two decades ago. Fuelled by Brexit, Sinn Féin’s growth, and a myriad 
of other factors, the debate on a new and united Ireland is growing. 
There is an almost daily intervention on the subject from a widening 
range of people.

The constitutional future of the island is up for debate and for 
change.

That means a Unity Referendum in line with the commitment in the 
Good Friday Agreement.

The Six-County Cúige has 
initiated an ambitious and 
comprehensive registration 
campaign to get as 
many people on to the new 
register as quickly possible.

So, if you want to be 
able to vote in 
the Unity 

Referendum for a united Ireland? – Register.

If you want to be able to reshape the constitutional future of the 
island of Ireland? – Register.

If you want a new future – a better, shared future - for you and for 
your children? Register.

If you want to have your 
voice heard? - REGISTER

YOUR VOTE. 
YOUR VOICE. 

YOUR VOTE. 
YOUR VOICE. 

VISIT: gov.uk/register-to-vote

 
REGISTER TO VOTE 
ONLINE TODAY.


